Annex
Table 1: ADL Rates
Passenger Type

ADL Rate

Origin-Destination
(OD)

S$10.80

Transit/Transfer
(TT)

S$3.00

An “Origin-Destination (OD) Passenger” refers to a passenger who departs from
Changi Airport to another destination.
A “Transfer Passenger” means any passenger who, as evidenced by a single
passenger ticket, is scheduled to depart from Singapore within 24 hours of his
scheduled time of arrival for a destination in a country other than the country from
which he embarked –
(a) on a different aircraft by which he arrived in Singapore; or
(b) on the same aircraft by which he arrived in Singapore but with a different flight
number.
A “Transit Passenger” means any passenger who, as evidenced, by a single
passenger ticket, is scheduled to depart from Singapore within 24 hours of his
scheduled time of arrival for a destination in a country other than the country from
which he embarked on the same aircraft and with the same flight number by which he
arrived in Singapore.

Table 2: Worked examples
SIN – Singapore Changi Airport
ABC, DEF – Sample airport destinations
Passenger

Is ADL payable?

ADL rate payable

A

Yes, OD ADL is payable as
passenger is starting his trip at
Changi Airport.

S$10.80

Yes, TT ADL is payable twice, as
passenger will depart Changi
Airport twice, once when travelling
from SIN to DEF, and again on the
return from SIN to ABC.

S$3.00 x 2 =
S$6.00

Yes, OD ADL is payable as
passenger is connecting through
Changi Airport on two separate air
tickets.

S$10.80

Travelling from SIN to
ABC and back on a
return ticket
B
Travelling from ABC to
DEF on a single return
ticket via Changi
Airport (departing
Changi Airport within
24 hours of arrival)
(ABC – SIN – DEF vv2)
C
Travelling from ABC to
SIN on a one-way
ticket.
Travelling from SIN to
DEF on another oneway ticket.
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Vice-versa

